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About This Game

The year is 3055. For decades, mining the solar system’s main asteroid belt from the orbit of mars has produced enormous rare
mineral reserves and brought closer the dream of interstellar travel. Now however, something has altered the planetoids’ orbit

and as mining units are lost, foul play is suspected...

Take on the role of an interceptor shuttle and blast asteroids, UFOs and rogue agents in frantic retro action.

Features

Survive as long you can to set the high score and unlock new ships

Easy to pick-up, but increasingly challenging gameplay

Classic, arcade action
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Hints

In Space, deceleration is slow; re-orientating the ship and accelerating in a new direction is far more effective.

Larger asteroids will sometimes drop bonuses

Bonuses remain for varying amounts of time, be strategic in their collection

Notes

Two gamepad controllers are required for local co-op

On first run of the game, be sure to pick your appropriate screen resolution from the options menu; this may only take
visual effect when the level loads
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This game's even better than the first one. More ridiculous insults, more silly characters (Dirty Potter, the Greasy Wizard etc),
the ability to do a comeback, individual point-scoring of the insults you choose... it just does everything the first did but even
better. Also, it's extremely cheap to buy in the first place. Its Monty-Python-style humour is also really good. Would recommend
to anyone who's looking for some random hilarity.. Its a fun little game.. Very fun game. "OK no more reckless spending,
besides, the costumes don't even seem wor....OMG JAUNE IN A DRESS!" *Add to Cart intensifies*. This game is a dream
come true for a skateboarding simulator\/ real life imitation of skateboarding. It's extremely perfect and can only be improved
by convenience issues with customization and minor animation flaws. There is absolutely no reason why I wouldn't recommend
this game to anyone I know that has the specifications to run the game.. Gameplay\/review: 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=g6pb_UmQ5s0

This experience currently consists of two main elements. First off, you can watch videos (e.g. UStream live streams, old
animated cartoons, local content on your computer etc). However, the main attraction and basically the reason why I got this are
the dancing holograms. They are definitely realistic and not like anything I've seen in virtual reality so far.

It's described as a photo realistic immersion on the Steam page. But as most of you probably already know the graphics on the
HTC Vive is not really photo realistic. But as long as you take this into account you won't be disappointed. I think the graphics
were pretty good for being on the Vive. The holograms look a little bit pixelated and they are not perfect but I do think they are
enough convincing to make it an enjoyable experience.

I do wish that the developers add more things to do though. Right now I feel limited to just the TV screens and holograms and
after 30 mins or so I am out of things to do.

Please add more items to the mansion. Maybe you could add interactive food items and bottles to the bar. I would also like to
see some minigames like a pool table or maybe a pinball machine being added.

14 GB is the most I've had to download for a VR game this far. Luckily I've got a fast internet connection and got it in less than
half an hour. If there's anything they can do to compress\/optimize the file size then that would probably help this game to gain
some popularity!. I can't start the game because the menu button isn't working,
I want to play game, so plz fix it as soon as fast.
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This game is just plain old fun and when you have alot of players it's Soo much fun you got to get it. The heart should never be
neglected. Definitly it wasn't here, beautiful.. As someone who's played a lot of the Choice Of games, this is in my opinion one
of the weaker ones.
-The characters are extremely flat, and you never get to know them before having to make a choice about what kind of
relationship you want to pursue with them. And it doesn't seem to matter how you treated them before that choice- they're up
for whatever, lovers even if you stabbed them in the back, nemesis even if you were pals the whole time.
-The stats are very unintuitive and unclear. I never knew what choice would result in what changes to my character, and
sometimes the opposite happened of what I wanted, even on multiple playthroughs trying to play a certain way. This makes the
choices feel significantly meaningless- these games are of course often faking true choice, but it should still feel as if what you
picked really made an impact on the plot.
The writing is okay, and I do like the concept and underlying plot; I just wish I felt like i had more of a choice in the matter.
Good game.
Interesting narrative, good story, good voice acting, good pace. I wish it got a bit more attention.. Great game
. Charming, colorful, fun to kill some time with.
Easy to move up the ranks even if you suck at it, like I seem to, because I have the worst coordination ever. lol (Bless The
Hake!)
Would definitely reccomend this.

8\/10

--------------

Suggestions to creators to make this game even better:

- Add a (ctrl+z) undo feature when making custom ships, because missing by a pixel when you've been trying to draw a cool
thing for 10 minutes and then having the entire thing get washed out in the wrong color is a huge letdown.
- Allow more precise drawing with smaller brushes.
- A gallery of custom ships you can trade with other players.
- When we reach certain scores or find "rare drops" from kills, let us collect them to pump up custom ships, so they don't all end
up the same stats.
- Or at the very least, give us some of this customization stuff as a modest DLC. lol
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